In empirical finance, conditional distributions of financial returns are often established by specifying the standardized error distributions of GARCH-type models. In this paper, we apply the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) approach and propose a moment combination and selection method to explore this distribution-building problem. We demonstrate that this framework is useful for unifying and comparing existing distribution specifications, generating more suitable distribution specifications, and shedding light on the roles of different moments in the distribution-building process. We also show the applicability of our method to real data by means of an empirical study on stock index returns.
Introduction
Modeling conditional distributions for financial returns is important for many distributionoriented statistical and economic problems, such as the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, partially adaptive estimation, risk management, interval forecasts and density forecasts. In empirical finance, this task is often accomplished by adding unconditional distribution specifications to the standardized errors of GARCH-type models. In this context, practitioners routinely apply the standard normal distribution (ND) for its simplicity, as in Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) , or choose the standardized t distribution (TD) and the generalized error distribution (GED) for fitting the tail behavior of standardized errors, as suggested by Bollerslev (1987) and Nelson (1991) , respectively. Some researchers also make use of Hansen's (1994) skewed t distribution (STD) to account for the potential asymmetry and heavy tails of standardized errors at the same time.
More recently, researchers have introduced a variety of flexible distribution families to the empirical finance literature. These distributions are established by means of the following two approaches. The first approach is to extend some popular distributions by setting more general and complicated probability density functions (PDFs) for improving their flexibility in data fitting. Examples include the skewed generalized t distribution (SGTD; Theodossiou 1998), the exponential generalized beta distribution of the second kind (EGB2D; Wang et al. 2001 ), Pearson's type-IV distribution (PT4D; Premaratne and Bera 2005) , the inversed hyperbolic sine distribution (IHSD; Choi and Nam 2008) , the skewed exponential power distribution (SEPD; Komunjer 2007 ) and the asymmetric exponential power distribution (AEPD; Zhu and Zinde-Walsh 2009 ). The second approach is to generate distribution specifications by applying Jaynes ' (1957a,b) Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) principle to various moment restrictions. Examples include Rockinger and Jondeau (2002) that generates the distribution specification from certain skewness and kurtosis restrictions of the standardized errors, and Park and Bera (2009, PB) that recovers MaxEnt distributions from more general moment restrictions; see also Herrmann and Fischer (2010) and Fischer et al. (2010) for related studies. Compared to the first approach, the MaxEnt approach is less noticed in this literature.
Given this wide range of competing distributions, it is undoubtedly important to have a systematic study for comparing different specifications and generating and selecting better specifications. It is still rare to have studies focused on these issues simultaneously, however. Most practitioners tend to use the ND, TD, GED or STD because of their popularity and relative simplicity; Bao et al. (2007) is an exception that compares ten distribution specifications in an empirical study. In theoretical studies, a flexible distribution specification is often shown to outperform its particular examples. Nonetheless, it ought to be more useful and important to compare one flexible distribution with other flexible distributions than with its particular distributions.
In this paper, we apply the MaxEnt approach and propose a moment combination and selection method to explore these issues in a systematic way. Like Park and Bera (2009) and others, we choose the MaxEnt approach for its advantages in linking distribution specifications to moment restrictions. Unlike these studies, we apply this approach to unify the aforementioned distributions for comparison, to establish simple approximations of these distributions for applications, to generate more flexible distributions by moment combination and to choose more appropriate distributions by moment selection.
Specifically, by suitable reparameterizations, we demonstrate that the distribution families: AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D, IHSD, PT4D and their particular distributions, evaluated at the minimizers of the Kullback-Leibler information criterion (KLIC) for their discrepancies from the true distribution, are all encompassed by the MaxEnt distribution. Thus, these specifications amount to approximating the unknown distribution using various moment restrictions. Among them, the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D and PT4D are obtained from certain "parameter-dependent" moments. Estimating the associated MaxEnt distributions involves solving a saddle-point problem, which could be difficult in numerical estimation. This motivates us to approximate them by the MaxEnt distributions generated from some "parameter-free" moments. Our approximation is obtained by extending an idea of Wu and Stengos (2005, p.357) , and is useful for generating simpler distributions.
In addition, we obtain a class of parameter-free moments by collecting these and other moments underlying some important distribution specifications, and generate more flexible distribution specifications by moment combinations. To remove redundant specifications and supervise the performance of various specifications, we propose an updating procedure that recursively selects and adds a new moment into the MaxEnt distribution by minimizing the Hellinger distance between the MaxEnt distribution and a nonparametric estimate of the true distribution. This updating procedure can generate a sequence of datadependent MaxEnt distributions, and automatically rank the order of different moments being selected into these distributions. This ranking is potentially useful for shedding light on the relative importance of different moments in the distribution-building process. A simulation example shows that this procedure could be more efficient than the nonparametric method in approximating the true distribution when it is applied to suitable moments. We also conduct an empirical study on stock index returns to show the usefulness of the proposed method in generating suitable MaxEnt distributions by means of in-sample goodness-of-fit comparison and out-of-sample density forecast evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the MaxEnt approach and the estimation method. In Section 3, we review and unify existing flexible distributions. In Section 4, we introduce a class of parameter-free moments for combination and selection. In Section 5, we propose the combination and selection method. In Section 6, we apply this method to an empirical study on modeling and predicting conditional distributions of stock index returns. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
The MaxEnt Approach
Let {y t } be a sequence of financial returns with the time index t, and X t−1 be the information set available for explaining y t . Following the aforementioned studies, we base the conditional distribution model for y t |X t−1 on a GARCH-type model:
with the conditional mean specification m t := m t (α), the conditional variance specification h t := h t (α), the parameter vector α and the standardized error ε t such that IE[ε t ] = 0 and IE[ε 2 t ] = 1. We assume that this GARCH-type model is correctly specified in the sense that there exists the true parameter vector α o in the space of α, at which {ε ot }, with ε ot := ε t | α=αo , is an independently and identically distributed (IID) sequence. This assumption is commonly made in the literature. It precludes time-varying distribution specifications of ε t , such as those considered by Hansen (1994) and Rockinger and Jondeau (2002) , but simplifies the discussions. Let g be the true, but unknown, PDF of ε ot , and f (·, β) be a postulated PDF with the parameter vector β and the support R for approximating the unknown g. The resulting conditional distribution model for y t |X t−1 has the PDF:
In this study, we apply the MaxEnt approach to unify various f 's and propose a moment combination and selection method to generate flexible and suitable f 's. Practical examples of f are given in the next sections.
The MaxEnt Principle
Let IE f [·] and IE[·] be, respectively, the expectation operators taken with respect to f and g. Also, let φ t = φ(ε t ) be a k × 1 moment function for some finite number k, and denote φ ot = φ(ε ot ). The MaxEnt principle recovers a "least biased" f by maximizing the differential entropy (a well-documented uncertainty measure) of f subject to the dataconsistent moment restriction:
and the normalization constraint. Specifically, it generates an approximation to g by solving the constrained optimization problem:
The solution of this problem is known as the MaxEnt PDF f (·, λ o ), which evaluates the generalized exponential (GExp) PDF:
with the k × 1 parameter vector λ and the normalization constant:
at λ = λ o , where λ o is the k × 1 (optimized) Lagrange multiplier vector that causes (5) to satisfy (3); see, e.g., Zellner and Highfield (1988) and Golan et al. (1996, Section 3.4) .
Fixing the moment restriction in (3), the MaxEnt approach provides an approximation to the unknown g by evaluating the GExp PDF f (·, λ) at the parameter restriction: λ = λ o . Note that, unlike the MaxEnt PDF, the GExp PDF is defined without optimization. Thus, λ is a free parameter vector which could be independent of the moment restriction. In comparison, the Lagrange multiplier λ o is dependent on the moment restriction by the constrained optimization.
Indeed, we can also interpret λ o as the minimizer of the "information discrepancy" of f (·, λ) from g measured by KLIC:
This point can be easily seen by the fact that the first-order condition of this minimization problem:
is the same as the moment restriction in (3) because
Put differently, f (·, λ o ) is also the "best approximation" to g in the context of f (·, λ) from the aspect of minimizing the KLIC in (7). It is easy to further show that ∇ 2 λ ln Ω(λ) is the same as the MaxEnt covariance matrix var
Thus, the second-order condition of this minimization problem is satisfied and λ o is unique for a fixed φ provided that var f [φ t ] is positive definite.
In general, Ω(λ) may lack a closed-form solution and need to be approximately computed using a numerical integration method. In this study, we implement this computation by the Gauss-Hermite quadrature because Ω(λ) is defined by an indefinite integration and this quadrature is a standard numerical method for the indefinite integrations; see, e.g., Davis and Polonsky (1972, p.890) for the formula and the remainder of this quadrature. Gaussian quadrature is known to be exact when it is based on n nodes and the integrand is a degree 2n − 1 polynomial function; see, e.g., Davis and Rabinowitz (1984) and Judd (1998, p.258) . Intuitively, this feature suggests that this numerical method is applicable to a general indefinite integration when the integrand can be suitably approximated by a degree 2n − 1 polynomial function with a sufficiently large n. In implementing the Gauss-Hermite quadrature, we set n = 32. The weights and nodes of this quadrature are obtained from the website of the "Mathematics Source Library C & ASM."
The MaxEnt approach was first introduced by Jaynes (1957a,b) for recovering distribution specifications from incomplete information, and has been considered by Zellner and Highfield (1988) , Maasoumi (1993) , Ryu (1993) , Golan et al. (1996) , Ormoneit and White (1999) , Wu and Stengos (2005) , Perloff (2005, 2007) , among many others, in econometrics. It is also known to be related to the empirical likelihood method (see, e.g., Mittelhammer et al. 2000 and Golan 2006 ) and the method of augmented PDFs of Chesher and Smith (1997) . Like Rockinger and Jondeau (2002) , Park and Bera (2009) and Herrmann and Fischer (2010) , we apply this approach to approximate g in the context of GARCH-type models. However, we put more effort on the unification, comparison, combination and selection of distribution specifications in this context. The MaxEnt PDF f (·, λ o ) is generated from and able to replicate the features of g represented by IE[φ t ] (because of restriction (3)) without using other subjective settings (because of the MaxEnt principle). This is an appealing property of the MaxEnt approach that motivates and allows us to discover more sensible distribution specifications by exploring various moments and to transform the choice-of-distribution problem into the choice-of-moment problem. Practical uses of the TD, GED, STD and other existing flexible distributions also implicitly involve some moment-based information. In particular, the applications of these specifications are often motivated by the non-normality observed by the non-zero skewness and excess kurtosis of the standardized residuals, since Bollerslev (1987) . However, the evidence of non-normality does not imply the adequacy of any arbitrarily selected distribution. By the MaxEnt approach, we can establish the relationship between distributions and moments in a more direct and transparent way, and apply this relationship to unify, compare, combine and select distribution specifications from the aspect of moments.
The Estimation Method
The MaxEnt PDF f (·, λ o ) is infeasible because it is dependent on the unknown moment IE[φ ot ], which also involves the unknown α o , in restriction (3). To facilitate the MaxEnt approach, we consider the following two-step method for estimating α o and λ o .
In the first step, we estimate the parameter vector α o of model (1) by the Gaussian quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) method. Let T be the sample size. The Gaussian QMLEα T for α o is solved by maximizing the Gaussian quasi-likelihood function:
It is well known that, as an implication of Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992, Theorem 2.1), the estimatorα T is consistent for α o and satisfies the asymptotic normality:
in which the asymptotic covariance matrix Σ o := IE[ξ ot ξ ot ] is defined by ξ ot := ξ t | α=αo with
. The proof makes use of the uniform law of large numbers under a set of regularity conditions (see Conditions A.1 of Bollerslev and Wooldridge 1992) and the martingaledifference central limit theorem under the assumption that model (1) is correctly specified for IE[y t |X t−1 ] and var[y t |X t−1 ], which is weaker than the IIDness assumption on {ε ot }. This asymptotic analysis requires ε ot to have enough moments and imposes certain restrictions on the true PDF g; particularly, we need g to have at least a finite fourth moment for defining Σ o . Except for such inevitable restrictions, (11) is derived without assuming any particular form of g. Thus, the Gaussian QML method permits us to separate the estimation of α o from the MaxEnt problem.
This separation could cause efficiency loss in the ML context where f (·, λ o ) is assumed to be the same as g. Nonetheless, it is important and useful in our context for certain reasons. A simultaneous estimation, like the ML estimation, of (α o , λ o ) could be inconsistent when f (·, λ o ) is misspecified, and could be numerically difficult when the associated conditional distribution model is complicated or (α o , λ o ) is high-dimensional. Moreover, this separation allows us to concentrate on modeling the MaxEnt distributions without re-estimating α o . This is particularly useful for implementing the updating procedure introduced in Section 5 because this procedure could involve a large number of MaxEnt distributions in applications, as will be demonstrated in Section 6.
In the second step, we base the standardized residualε t := ε t | α=α T on the first-step estimatorα T , and consistently estimate IE[φ ot ] using the sample moment T −1 T t=1 φ(ε t ). Accordingly, we replace (3) with the feasible moment restriction:
in the constrained optimization problem (4). The resulting MaxEnt PDF is f (·,λ T ), which evaluates the f (·, λ) in (5) at the (optimized) Lagrange multiplier vectorλ T that causes (5) to satisfy (12). Corresponding to λ o that can be interpreted as the minimizer of the KLIC I(g : f (·, λ)),λ T can be solved as the maximizer of the quasi-log-likelihood function:
because the first-order condition of this maximization problem:
is the same as (12), as implied by (9). By this interpretation, we may apply the QML theory to understand the consistency ofλ T for the KLIC-minimizer λ o ; see White (1994) for a general discussion of the QML theory. By suitably expanding the first condition and using the first-order asymptotic method (see, e.g., White 1994 and McFadden 1994) , it is standard to further show the asymptotic normality ofλ T :
where the asymptotic covariance matrix
This reflects the fact that the second-step estimatorλ T is based on the first-step estimatorα T . Like the derivation of (11), the derivation of (15) also needs the uniform law of large numbers and the central limit theorem (and hence certain regularity conditions on g). Importantly, although this QML method links f (·, λ o ) to g by imposing the moment restriction in (3), it does not require f (·, λ o ) to be the same as g. Thus, the MaxEnt PDF is allowed to be misspecified for the true PDF.
It is useful to note that the asymptotic covariance matrices: Σ o in (11) and V o in (15) are derived under the assumption that {ε ot } is an IID sequence. Without this assumption, we have to redefine Σ o and V o by suitably accounting for the serial dependence of {ξ ot } and {ζ ot }, respectively. Moreover, g is no longer the same as the true conditional PDF of ε ot |X t−1 without the independence assumption. In this scenario, f (·, λ o ) is misspecified for the true conditional PDF of ε ot because of its static specification. Nonetheless, we may still interpret g as the unconditional PDF of ε ot , f (·, λ o ) as the KLIC-minimizing approximation to g andλ T as the QMLE of λ o .
Unification of Flexible Distributions
The MaxEnt approach is applicable to various φ's for generating various f (·, λ o )'s to approximate the unknown g. The φ's explored in this study are given in the next section, and are motivated by the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D, IHSD and PT4D discussed in this section. We focus on these distribution families because they are flexible for characterizing various distributional shapes and encompassing a wide range of popular distribution specifications in empirical finance. In Table 1 , we summarize the PDFs of these distributions, in which β denotes the parameter vector of a distribution.
The AEPD has the mode µ, the scale parameter σ > 0, the asymmetry parameter η ∈ (0, 1) and the left and right tail (and peakedness) parameters: p > 0 and q > 0. This distribution is asymmetric when η = 1/2 or p = q. It degenerates to the SEPD when p = q. In the case where µ = 0 and η = 1/2, the SEPD can be further rescaled as the GED with the PDF:
where κ := 2 −2/p Γ(1/p)/Γ(3/p); see Nelson (1991, Equation 2 .4) for (16). It is known that the GED reduces to the Laplace distribution when p = 1, the ND when p = 2, and a uniform distribution when p → ∞.
The SGTD has the mode µ, the scale parameter σ > 0, the asymmetry parameter η and the tail and peakedness parameters: p > 0 and q > 0. It reduces to the generalized t distribution (GTD) when η = 0 and to the STD when p = 2; see Hansen et al. (2010, p.15) . Unlike the STD, the GTD is symmetric but more flexible to generate different peakednesstail shapes. McDonald and Newey (1989) mentioned that the GTD encompasses the (BoxTiao) power exponential distribution, which is also known as the GED; see Nelson (1991) . Furthermore, the STD (GTD) degenerates to the PDF of the TD with the degrees of freedom ν > 2:
when µ = 0, η = 0 (p = 2), q = ν/2 and σ 2 = 2(ν − 2)/ν. It is well known that the TD includes the ND as a limiting case where ν → ∞.
The AEPD and SGTD are both capable of generating asymmetry by allowing their left and right tails to behave differently in a two-piece way. In comparison, the EGB2D, IHSD and PT4D generate asymmetry using nonlinear transformations of certain particular distributions. Specifically, McDonald (1991) obtained the EGB2D from an exponential transformation of McDonald's (1984) generalized beta of the second kind distribution. The EGB2D has the location parameter τ , the scale parameter σ > 0 and the asymmetry and tail parameters: p and q. It is right (left)-skewed if p > q (p < q) and symmetric if 
Note: The PDFs of AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D, IHSD and PT4D are, respectively, rewritten from Zhu and Zinde-Walsh (2009, Equation 6 ), Hansen, McDonald and Newey (2010, p.15) , Wang et al. (2001, p.523) , Choi and Nam (2008, Equation 6 ), and Premaratne and Bera (2005, Equation 2 ). For the SGTD and EGB2D, B(p, q) stands for the beta function. For the PT4D, we compute the definite integral
cos 2p−2 (x) exp(ηx)dx by the Gauss-Legendre quadrature because it is a standard numerical method for the definite integrations; see, e.g., Davis and Polonsky (1972, p.887) for the formula and the remainder. In implementing this quadrature, we set 32 nodes. The weights and nodes of this numerical integration method are also available from the website of the Mathematics Source Library C & ASM. p = q, and degenerates to a normal distribution if p = q → ∞. The IHSD is obtained from Johnson's (1949) S U transformation of the ND. This distribution has the symmetry and tail parameters: η and p > 0. It is right (left)-skewed if η > 0 (η < 0) and symmetric if η = 0, and its tails increase in p. The PT4D is obtained from Pearson's system of distributions. It includes the scale parameter σ > 0, the symmetry parameter η and the tail parameter p > 0. Its tails decrease in p. This distribution is right (left)-skewed if η > 0 (η < 0) and degenerates to Pearson's type-VII distribution, which is symmetric, if η = 0. The latter can be further rescaled as the TD. Examples of the PDFs of the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D and PT4D are given in Figure 1 that will be discussed in Section 4.2.
It is easy to reparameterize the aforementioned PDFs as examples of the GExp PDF:
where β is redefined as the parameter vector (λ , γ ) and Ω(β) := R exp(−λ φ( , γ))d , with various choices of the moment function. Note that (18) is an extension of (5) that allows φ to include a parameter vector γ. In particular, the PDF of the ND can be easily identified as a particular example of (5) with
The PDF of the GED in (16) can also be understood as an example of (18) with
The PDF of the TD in (17) is another example of (18) with
because it can be rewritten as
The PDFs of the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D, IHSD and PT4D can also be reparameterized as members of (18) in a similar way. We summarize the underlying φ's and λ's of these flexible distributions in Table 1 .
As discussed in Section 2.1, the GExp PDF can be interpreted as the MaxEnt PDF when it is evaluated at the minimizer of the KLIC for its discrepancy from g. Thus, the above reparameterization does not only unify the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D, IHSD and PT4D into the same GExp context but also provide their KLIC-minimizing counterparts the MaxEnt interpretation; see also Verdugo Lazo and Rathie (1978 , Table 1 ) and PB (Table 1) for this interpretation for some popular distributions and Zhu and Zinde-Walsh (2009, Proposition 3) for the AEPD. Examples of these flexible distributions also have similar interpretations. In particular, the φ of the AEPD degenerates to the φ of the SEPD when p = q, the φ of the SGTD degenerates to the φ of the GTD (STD) when η = 0 (p = 2), and the φ of the GED reduces to φ = |ε t | for the Laplace distribution when p = 1.
In the GARCH literature, researcher routinely specify f as the PDF of the ND, TD or GED. By the MaxEnt interpretation, it is clear to understand that the KLICminimizing approximations of these PDFs to the unknown g are, respectively, only using the information contained in the moments:
and IE|ε t | p . Similar information-theoretic interpretations also apply to other aforementioned distributions. This unified framework is also useful for understanding how different f 's generate their distributional shapes. Specifically, the PDF in (18) is fully determined by the weighted moment function −λ φ( , γ), subject to the exponential transformation and the scaling factor Ω(β) −1 . Thus, f is symmetric if its underlying moment function is symmetric such that φ( , γ) = φ(− , γ) for all ∈ R and all γ's. Meanwhile, f could generate heavier (shorter) tails than the PDF of the ND, if its φ( , γ) diverges at a slower (faster) rate than 2 as → ±∞. This explains the symmetry of the ND, TD, GTD and GED because their underlying moment functions are all symmetric. It also explains that the AEPD, SEPD, SGTD STD, EGB2D, IHSD and PT4D could generate asymmetry because the associated moment functions are not restricted to being symmetric. In addition, the GED (TD) can generate heavy tails when p < 2 (ν < ∞) because lim →∞ | | p / 2 = 0 ( lim →∞ ln(1 + (ν − 2) −1 2 )/ 2 = 0) in this scenario. Their generalized distributions could also have heavy tails for similar reasons. In contrast, the MaxEnt distributions generated from the third and fourth moments: IE[ε 3 t ] and IE[ε 4 t ] would have shorter tails than the ND because the ratios: 3 / 2 and 4 / 2 explode as → ∞, and hence may be precluded in the presence of heavy tails.
A Class of Parameter-Free Moments
Theoretically, we may apply the MaxEnt approach to generate more flexible and suitable approximations to g by moment combination and selection. However, the moment functions of the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D and PT4D are all parameter-dependent. Estimating the Lagrange multipliers and parameters of the associated MaxEnt distributions involves solving a saddle-point problem (see, e.g., p.223 of PB). As discussed by Wu and Stengos (2005) , solving this problem could generate numerical difficulties and unstable results; see also Bao et al. (2007, p.213) and others for similar comments on estimating complicated distribution specifications. For ease of application, it is desirable to "approximate," or said to emulate, these complicated specifications by (5) with some suitable parameterfree moment functions. In this section, we obtain such approximations by combining 
Note: Let I(A) be the indicator function such that I(A) = 1 if A is true; otherwise, I(A) = 0. The truncated functions are motivated by the two-piece types of asymmetry, as in the AEPD and SGTD. IE[φ S (ε t )] is a characteristic-function-based moment for asymmetry used in Chen et al. (2000) , and IE[φ A (ε t )] is an alternative moment for asymmetry considered by Premaratne and Bera (2005) . They are proposed for replacing the skewness in the presence of heavy tails.
certain members of a class of parameter-free moment functions:
We denote this class of moment functions by M, and define these moment functions and classify them into the symmetric, truncated, and other asymmetric functions in Table 2 .
Simpler Distributions
To approximate the MaxEnt distribution with the moment IE[ln(1 + ε 2 t /ν)] for some ν > 0, Wu and Stengos (2005, p.357) suggested using the MaxEnt distribution with the moments: IE[φ N (ε t )] and IE[φ C (ε t )]. The idea is that the former amounts to the t distribution with the degrees of freedom ν, which includes the normal and Cauchy distributions as two important examples. Meanwhile, the latter also encompasses these two particular distributions because they are, respectively, generated from IE[φ N (ε t )] and IE[φ C (ε t )]. Thus, like the former, the latter is also capable of generating symmetric and heavily-tailed distributions that are "between" the normal and Cauchy distributions. Importantly, unlike the former, the latter is based on parameter-free moments, and hence its Lagrange multipliers can be easily estimated. This advantage is obtained by replacing the degrees of freedom ν with an additional Lagrange multiplier to control the tail properties of the new distribution. Wu and Stengos (2005) demonstrated the validity of this approximation by showing that the R 2 of the artificial regression: ln(1 + 2 /ν) on φ N ( ) and φ C ( ) is greater than 0.999 for a wide range of ν's.
Following their method, we approximate the PDF of the TD with an unknown ν by (5) with φ = (φ N , φ C ) . In addition, we extend this method as a more general idea for distribution approximation. Specifically, we approximate (18) with unknown parameters using (5) with a set of parameter-free moment functions that characterize the key features of the former. It should be noted that this approximation is not designed to be exact and rigorous; instead, it is designed to be simple and sensible. Indeed, it is more important to supervise the adequacy of a distribution specification from the aspect of approximating the true distribution than from the aspect of approximating an alternative specification.
By this general idea, we approximate the PDF of the GED using (5) with the parameterfree moment function φ = (φ N , φ L ) . This is motivated by the fact that the GED includes the ND and Laplace distributions as two key members that are, respectively, generated from the parameter-free moments: IE[φ N (ε t )] and IE[φ L (ε t )]. Thus, similar to the GED, the GExp distribution with φ = (φ N , φ L ) is also useful for encompassing symmetric distributions with heavy-tails and high-peakedness.
We also approximate the PDF of the GTD using (5) with φ = (φ N , φ C , φ L ) . This is because the GTD encompasses the TD and GED, and the latter two distributions are, respectively, approximated by the GExp distributions with the parameter-free moment functions: (φ N , φ C ) and (φ N , φ L ).
We approximate the PDF of the STD with µ = 0 using (5) with the moment function φ = (φ N , φ C + , φ C − ) because the TD is approximated using the GExp distribution with φ = (φ N , φ C ) , and the STD is obtained by allowing the left and right tails of the TD to behave asymmetrically. We truncate φ C into the right-tail part φ C + and the left-tail part φ C − to accommodate this "two-piece" type of asymmetry. To approximate the STD without restricting µ = 0, we may set φ( ) = (φ N ( −µ), φ C + ( −µ), φ C − ( −µ)) , and preestimate the mode µ using the maximizer of a kernel density estimate of g. For simplicity, we focus on the case where µ = 0 in approximating the STD, SGTD, SEPD and AEPD.
Correspondingly, we approximate the PDF of the SGTD using (5) with the moment function φ = (φ N , φ C + , φ C − , φ L ) because the SGTD allows the the left and right tails of the GTD to behave asymmetrically, and the GTD is approximated using the GExp distribution with φ = (φ N , φ C , φ L ) .
We approximate the PDF of the SEPD by (5) with φ = (φ N , φ L + , φ L − ) because the SEPD also allows the left and right tails of the GED to behave asymmetrically, and the GED is approximated by the GExp distribution with φ = (φ N , φ L ) .
The PDF of the AEPD is approximated by (5) with
Unlike the case of the SEPD, we further truncate φ N into φ N + and φ N − to reflect the fact that the AEPD allows not only its tails but also its peakedness parameters to behave asymmetrically.
For the EGB2D, we approximate the moment function ln(1+exp(( −τ )/σ)) by its firstorder Taylor expansion around τ = 0 and σ = 1 because the aforementioned distributionnesting relationships become unclear in this case. This expansion is a linear combination of the parameter-free moment functions: φ E , φ E1 , φ E2 and φ E3 . Given this expansion, we approximate the PDF of the EGB2D using (5) with φ = (φ E , φ E1 , φ E2 , φ E3 ) . Note that the GExp distribution with φ = φ E degenerates to the exponential distribution.
For the PT4D, we approximate the moment function ln(1 + 2 /σ 2 ) using (φ N , φ C ) as in approximating the TD. We further approximate the moment function tan −1 ( /σ) by the first-order Taylor expansion around σ = 1, which is a linear combination of the parameter-free moment functions: φ A and φ R . Accordingly, we approximate the PDF of the PT4D by (5) with φ = (φ N , φ C , φ A , φ R ) .
Henceforth, we refer to the aforementioned approximations for the TD, GED, STD, SGTD, SEPD, AEPD, EGB2D and PT4D as the approximated TD (ATD), AGED, ASTD, ASGTD, ASEPD, AAEPD, AEGB2D and APT4D, respectively. Like the former, the latter are also flexible for generating various distributional characteristics. Unlike the former, the latter maintain their flexibilities by replacing a lower-dimensional parameterdependent moment function with a higher-dimensional parameter-free moment function. By this replacement, we can easily estimate the Lagrange multipliers of the associated MaxEnt distributions by the estimation method discussed in Section 2.2. This computational advantage is particularly appealing for practical applications.
The M-class of moment functions in Table 2 also allows us to generate a threedimensional moment function: φ = (φ N , φ I , φ I2 ) and a six-dimensional moment function: φ = (φ C , φ A 2 , φ CS , φ A , φ I , φ S ) . We consider these two cases because (5) corresponds to the PDF of the IHSD in the former case and the PDF suggested by the empirical study of PB in the latter case. For convenience, we refer to the latter distribution as the PB distribution (PBD) in what follows.
Demonstrative Evaluation
Let F 1 and F 2 be two continuous distributions with the PDFs: f 1 and f 2 , respectively. The Hellinger distance between F 1 and F 2 is defined as:
This is a well-known metric for the distance between two continuous distributions; see also Beran (1977) and Kitamura, Otsu and Evdokimov (2009) for its appealing features in generating estimation and testing methods. Unlike the KLIC, the Hellinger distance satisfies the symmetry required by a metric. In what follows, we use it for distribution comparison.
As a demonstrative evaluation of the approximations discussed in Section 4.1, we consider the APED, SGTD, EGB2D and PT4D with six parameter sets for each distribution, and denote these distributions (and their approximations) as the AEPD1-6, SGTD1-6, EGB2D1-6 and PT4D1-6 (the AAEPD1-6, ASGTD1-6 AEGB2D1-6 and APT4D1-6), respectively. Let F AEPD (·, β) and F AAEPD (·, λ) be, respectively, the distribution functions of the AEPD and AAEPD, and f AEPD (·, β) and f AAEPD (·, λ) be the associated PDFs. Fixing the β of f AEPD , we evaluate f AAEPD at λ = λ * , in which
Unlike the R 2 -evaluation method of Wu and Stengos (2005) , the comparison between f AEPD (·, β) and f AAEPD (·, λ * ) allows us to see how well the AAEPD is able to approximate the AEPD in a more direct and complete way. To compute λ * , we write the Hellinger distance H(F AEPD (·, β), F AAEPD (·, λ)) as the Riemann sum:
with
and (n) = 7. This allows us to solve the minimization problem of (24) numerically. Specifically, we solve this numerical minimization by the CML2.0 Application of GAUSS TM with 200 sets of U (0, 1)-distributed random numbers as the initial values. The λ * 's of the ASGTD, AEGB2D and APT4D are computed by the same method. The programs used in this paper are available upon request.
In Table 3 , we show the β's of the APED1-6, SGTD1-6, EGB2D1-6 and PT4D1-6, the λ * 's of the AAPED1-6, ASGTD1-6, AEGB2D1-6 and APT4D1-6 and the associated Hellinger distances. From this table, we can see that the maximum Hellinger distance for different distribution pairs is 0.0045×10 −5 , which appears in the cases of SGTD3 and SGTD5. Clearly, the Hellinger distance is very close to zero for all the distribution pairs considered. In Figure 1 , we plot the PDFs of the APED1-6, SGTD1-6, EGB2D1-6 and PT4D1-6 in solid lines and the AAPED1-6, ASGTD1-6, AEGB2D1-6 and APT4D1-6 in dashed lines. This figure shows that the PDFs of the AAEPD, ASGTD, AEGB2D and APT4D are, respectively, visually indistinguishable from, or at least very close to, those of the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D and PT4D, as implied by the extremely small Hellinger distances shown in Table 3 . This also suggests that the AAEPD, ASGTD, AEGB2D and APT4D could serve as simple, but useful, alternative specifications to the AEPD, SGTD, EGB2D and PT4D, respectively, in the cases considered.
Moreover, Figure 1 shows that the AEPD1-2, SGTD1-2, EGB2D1-2 and PT4D1-2 are symmetric, the AEPD3-4, SGTD3-4, EGB2D3-4 and PT4D3-4 are right-skewed, and the AEPD5-6, SGTD5-6, EGB2D5-6 and PT4D5-6 are left-skewed. Correspondingly, the approximated distributions with the λ * 's shown in Table 3 maintain the same pattern of symmetry/asymmetry. For instance, the AAEPD1-2 can replicate the symmetry of the AEPD1-2 by combining the right-tail moment functions: φ N + and φ L + with their left-tail Note: The vector β is (µ, σ, η, p, q) for AEPD and SGTD, (τ, σ, p, q) for EGB2D and (σ, η, p) for PT4D. The vector λ * is associated with the four-dimensional counterparts: φ N − and φ L − using the same λ * , respectively. This example shows evidence supporting the usefulness of the distribution approximation idea.
Moment Combination and Selection
The above discussions demonstrate that we can generate the ASTD, ASGTD, AAEPD, AEGB2D and APT4D and recover the IHSD and the PBD by properly combining certain members of M. These GExp distributions are flexible for capturing various distributional characteristics. Nonetheless, there is no justification for being restricted to the associated MaxEnt distributions in approximating the true distribution. Indeed, it is possible to generate more suitable MaxEnt distributions by combining and selecting the moments in a data-dependent way.
The Combination and Selection Method
Let N be a class of moment functions with P one-dimensional members. Theoretically, we can generate P K=1 P K MaxEnt distributions by exhausting all possible moment combinations based on N from the one-dimensional moments to the P -dimensional moment. In the case where N = M and P = 20, this constitutes a vast distribution family with 1, 048, 575 members. Obviously, it is impractical to exhaust all possible members of this MaxEnt distribution family. Thus, we need a "dimension reduction" method to facilitate the distribution-building process. Since a MaxEnt PDF amounts to explaining the unknown g using a specific set of moments, it possesses a "regression-like" structure that includes g (or its consistent estimator) as the regressand and the moments as the regressors. This is another interesting feature of the MaxEnt approach. It allows us to establish an updating procedure for moment combination and selection in the spirit of the forwardstepwise regression. The latter is known as a simple dimension reduction method in the regression context; see Hastie et al. (2009) for this method and other more complicated dimension reduction methods.
Specifically, we let f K( ) be the -th MaxEnt PDF that comprises K members of N , for some K < P and 1 ≤ ≤ P − (K − 1), and evaluate f K( ) at λ =λ T ; recall that λ T is the QMLE discussed in Section 2.2. We also letĝ be a kernel density estimate of the unknown g, and computeĝ using the standardized residualsε t 's and based on the Gaussian kernel with the optimal bandwidth of Silverman (1986, Equation 3 .28). Let F K( ) andĜ be, respectively, the distribution functions associated with f K( ) and g. We measure the goodness-of-fit of f K( ) to the unknown g by the Hellinger distance H(F K( ) ,Ĝ), and compute H(F K( ) ,Ĝ) using the Riemann sum as in (25). To supervise the relative performance of different f K( ) 's, we compare the associated H(F K( ) ,Ĝ)'s and select the best "K-level" MaxEnt PDF, denoted by f * K with the distribution function F * K , by minimizing the Hellinger distance:
Among the f K ( )'s, the f * K provides the best approximation to the unknown g in a datadependent way.
To justify this selection criterion, note that the f K ( )'s are competing approximations to the same g. It is therefore natural and important to evaluate their relative performance by comparing their (Hellinger) distances from g. We base this comparison onĝ simply because g is unknown andĝ may be consistent for g under certain conditions; see, e.g., Silverman (1986, Section 3.7 .1) and Horváth and Zitikis (2006) for related discussions. In the GARCH literature, researchers are also used to evaluating the relative performance of different distribution specifications by comparing the fitted PDFs withĝ in a graphical way. Our criterion is in spirit very similar to such a comparison. Compared to the likelihood-based criteria, such as the Akaike and Schwarz information criteria, that do not directly supervise the distance between f K ( ) andĝ, this Hellinger-distance criterion is useful for regularizing the distributional shape of f * K and precluding the weird cases. PB also suggested a bootstrap test for moment selection by checking the significance of adding an one-dimensional moment to a MaxEnt distribution. Unlike their method, our method is not designed for assessing the significance of the discrepancy between f * K and its sub-models. Instead, it is introduced to generate f * K in a simple way. This is particularly important when we have several moments to combine and select as in this study.
Fixing this criterion, we combine and select the moments by the updating procedure:
1. This procedure starts with estimating the "first-level" MaxEnt PDFs: f 1( ) 's for all = 1, . . . , P , and then selects f * 1 and identifies the selected moment function as φ * 1 .
2. For K = 2, . . . , P −1, it first updates f * K−1 to f K( ) by combining (φ * 1 , . . . , φ * K−1 ) with a member of N \(φ * 1 , . . . , φ * K−1 ) and estimates the f K( ) 's for all = 1, . . . , P −(K−1), and then selects f * K and identifies the selected moment functions as (φ * 1 , . . . , φ * K ) . This procedure stops at the "P -level" MaxEnt PDF f P , which comprises all the members of N . It is useful for substantially reducing the number of possible combinations from P K=1 P K to P K=1 K = P (P +1)/2. Moreover, it is also useful for automatically ranking the order of different moments being selected into the f * K 's. This may convey useful information regarding the relative importance of different moments in the distribution-building process. In particular, IE[φ * 1 (ε t )] is more informative than the other one-dimensional moments, and (IE[φ * 1 (ε t )], . . . , IE[φ * K (ε t )]) is more important than the other K-dimensional moments with the same first (K − 1) components, for approximating the unknown distribution. Given the f * K 's, we determine the finally-selected MaxEnt distribution F * , with the PDF f * , using the condition:
for some P * ≤ P ; the number P * is determined by a pre-selected criterion, like a tolerance level of the Hellinger distance or the dimension of moments of a competing MaxEnt distribution. In Section 6.1, we choose P * according to the number of moments underlying the PBD for comparing the MaxEnt distribution generated from our procedure with this existing MaxEnt distribution.
Since the proposed method includesĝ as the benchmark for comparing various MaxEnt PDFs and generating f * , it is important to further explain why one might be interested in the use of f * under the appearance ofĝ. Essentially, this is closely related to the general issue about how to choose between the parametric approach and the nonparametric approach. Unlike the nonparametric estimateĝ which may be consistent for g, the parametric estimate f * is not ensured to be consistent unless its specification is assumed to be correct as in the ML context. Nonetheless, the use of f * may still be justified by the popularity of the parametric approach and the following reasons. First, f * could be more convenient thanĝ in certain applications. As discussed by Wu and Stengos (2005, p.358-359) , the partially adaptive estimation is such an example because it involves the derivation and estimation of score function that are easier to implement by the MaxEnt approach. Second, unlikeĝ which implicitly uses infinite number of moments, f * explicitly uses a finite number of moments. Thus, the latter is more informative than the former when they generate similar distributions; see also PB (p.223) for this viewpoint. This also means that, compared toĝ, f * provides a clearer structure about how g is possibly formulated. This structure is potentially useful for further applications beyond the scope of this paper, such as modeling time-varying distributions and monitoring distributional structure changes. Third, compared to "the rate at which the estimated density converges to its true value can be extremely slow" as noted by Silverman (1986, p.71) , the discrepancy between f * and g is fully due toλ T − λ o = O p (T −1/2 ) when f * is correctly specified. Thus, f * could be more efficient thanĝ in the ML context. In the following, we provide a simulation example to show that such an efficiency gain of f * overĝ could also hold in our context when f * is generated from suitable moments.
Simulation
Let G be the distribution function of g, and G −1 (θ) be the θ-quantile of G for some θ ∈ (0, 1). We measure the relative efficiency of f * andĝ in approximating g by the ratios: H(F * , G)/H(Ĝ, G) and H θ (F * , G)/H θ (Ĝ, G) with θ = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1, in which
is a variant of (23) measuring the left-tail discrepancy between F * and G; H θ (Ĝ, G) is similarly defined. We regard f * as more (less) efficient thanĝ when these ratios are smaller (greater) than one. In this simulation, we set {ε t } as an IID sequence drawn from the standardized STD with zero mean and unit variance, and compute f * andĝ from this sequence. This STD has the PDF shown in Hansen (1994, Equation 10 ), which amounts to the PDF of the SGTD in Table 1 under the parameter restrictions: µ = −a/b, σ = (2(ν − 2)/ν) 1/2 b, p = 2 and q = ν/2, where a = 4η(ν−2) (ν−1)B(1/2,ν/2) and b = (1 + 3η 2 − a 2 ) 1/2 . Its distributional shape is determined by the asymmetry parameter η and the degrees of freedom ν. We consider the following four cases: (η, ν) =(0,50), (0,5), (-0.1,5) and (0.1, 5). The distribution is very similar to the ND in the first case, the same as the TD with ν = 5 in the second case, left-skewed in the third case and right-skewed in the fourth case.
Corresponding to the true distribution, the MaxEnt distributions should also be standardized to have zero mean and unit variance. To do this standardization, we set (φ E , φ N ) as a subvector of φ because the resulting f is ensured to have the same first two moments as g by restriction (3). Fixing (φ E , φ N ), we generate f * by applying the updating procedure to N = {φ C , φ A2 , φ
which is a subclass of M considered for this simulation. This design of N encompasses the moment functions: φ N , (φ N , φ C ) and (φ N , φ C + , φ C − ) that are, respectively, useful for characterizing the main features of the ND, TD and STD as discussed in Section 4.1. By this design, we can account for suitable moments in the process of generating f * . The inclusion of (φ A , φ A2 ) in N is designed to reflect the fact that we may include some less relevant moments in practical applications of the updating procedure. Given the sample size T =500, 1000 and 2000 and the number of replications 1000 with 50 sets of U (0, 1)-distributed random numbers as the initial values for each replication, we show (the simulation averages of) the distances: H(Ĝ, G), H 0.1 (Ĝ, G), H 0.05 (Ĝ, G) and H 0.01 (Ĝ, G) and the ratios: Table 4 . Table 4 shows that H(Ĝ, G) and H θ (Ĝ, G) systematically decrease with T for all the (η, ν)'s and all the θ's considered. For example, fixing (η, ν) = (0, 5), H(Ĝ, G) decreases from 0.00681 to 0.00258 and H 0.05 (Ĝ, G) decreases from 0.00245 to 0.00094 when T increases from 500 to 2000. This reflects the consistency ofĝ for g, and again justifies the use ofĝ as the benchmark for the MaxEnt distribution comparison. Importantly, the maximum value of the ratios: Table 4 is 0.67764, which is the value of H(F * , G)/H(Ĝ, G) in the case where (η, ν) = (0, 50) and T = 500. In other words, these ratios are systematically and obviously smaller than one for all the cases considered. Compared toĝ, f * is closer to g regardless of whether we base the comparison on the whole distribution or the left tail of g. Although this simulation is not built on the ML context, the result suggests that f * could be more efficient thanĝ when N encompasses suitable moments for matching the main features of g.
This simulation also allows us to observe how the moments are selected by the updating procedure and how the estimation of g byĝ influences the moment selection. Specifically, we compute the frequency of φ * K = ϕ, with ϕ denoting a member of N , generated by the (originalĝ-based) updating procedure and by its g-based counterpart which is defined by replacingĝ with g. The g-based procedure is infeasible and only considered for the simulation comparison. Note that, in addition to (φ E , φ N ) , φ * 1 is the most important moment function for approximating g. For this reason and ease of exposition, we only show the frequencies with K = 1 in Table 5 . Recall that the true distribution is very similar to the ND in the case where (η, ν) = (0, 50). In this case, the distribution feature is fully explained by φ N , and it is less meaningful to discuss how the other φ's are selected. Thus, the following discussion is focused on the other three (η, ν)'s. Table 5 shows that the frequency of φ * 1 = ϕ is much higher for ϕ = φ C than for the other ϕ's in N when (η, ν) = (0, 5). In this case, the true distribution is the TD with ν = 5, and the frequency of φ * 1 = φ C generated by theĝ-based (g-based) updating procedure increases from 0.661 to 0.959 (0.997 to 1) when T increases from 500 to 2000. This verifies again that, as discussed in Section 4.1, the ATD is suitable for approximating the TD, and shows that the updating procedure tends to choose φ C which is more important than the other ϕ's for characterizing the symmetry and heavy tails of the TD. In comparison, the choices of φ C + = φ * 1 and φ C = φ * 1 (φ C − = φ * 1 and φ C = φ * 1 ) are, respectively, of the first and second highest frequencies in the case where ν = 5 and η = −0.1 (η = 0.1). Because φ C − (φ + C ) amounts to the difference between φ C and φ C + (φ C − ), this result also supports that the ASTD is suitable for approximating the STD as discussed in Section 4.1. Meanwhile, it shows that the updating procedure tends to choose these two ϕ's that are, respectively, useful for characterizing the asymmetry and heavy tails of the STD. These patterns hold regardless of whether the updating procedure is based onĝ or g. However, the strength of these patterns is obviously weaker for theĝ-based procedure. This is the main difference between the feasibleĝ-based procedure and the infeasible g-based procedure.
An Empirical Study
In this section, we apply the proposed method to modeling the conditional distributions of stock index returns, and compare the MaxEnt distribution generated by this method with its competing specifications in the in-sample goodness-of-fit comparison and the outof-sample density forecast evaluation. The stock indices being considered include the Standard & Poor 500 index (SP), the Financial Times Stock Exchange 100 index (FT), the Hang Seng index (HS) and the Nikkei 225 index (NK). The data are drawn from Yahoo!Finance.
In-Sample Comparison
Let P t be the close price of a stock index at date t. The daily return is defined by y t = 100 × (ln(P t ) − ln(P t−1 )) with t = 1, 2, . . . , T . The sampling period for the in-sample Table 4 : Hellinger distances ofĜ and F * from G. Table 5 : Frequencies of φ * 1 = ϕ. analysis is from the first trading date of January 2000 to the last trading date of December 2009. Correspondingly, the sample size is T = 2514 for SP, T = 2525 for FT, T = 2488 for HS and T = 2543 for NK. We establish various conditional distribution models by adding various MaxEnt distributions to the standardized errors of a GARCH-type model for the return sequences. After some examinations, we conduct the AR(1)-EGARCH(1,2) model to filter the serial correlation, volatility clustering and volatility asymmetry of {y t }. This model takes the form of (1) with the conditional mean specification:
the conditional variance specification:
and the parameter vector: α = (α m0 , α m1 , α h0 , α h1 , α h2 , α h3 , α h4 , α h5 ) . We estimate the parameters of this model by the Gaussian QML method, and implement this method using GAUSS TM with the CML Application and the BFGS procedure.
The Gaussian QMLEs of this model are shown in Table 6 . In the same table, we also present the "estimation-effect-corrected" Ljung-Box and McLeod-Li test statistics for checking the null of IIDness and the Kiefer-Salmon (1983) test statistic for assessing the null of normality of the standardized errors; the details of these tests are discussed in the footnote of this table. From this table, we can observe that the test statistics for the null of IIDness are insignificant at the 5% level for all the returns. This suggests that the AR(1)-EGARCH(1,2) model may be appropriate for filtering the dynamic features of {y t }, and enables us to establish the conditional distribution models by exploring the associated standardized error distributions. This table also shows that the Kiefer-Salmon test statistic is highly significant at any reasonable level for all the returns. Thus, the unknown g's of these returns are likely to be non-normal. However, this testing result does not automatically suggest any specification for the non-normal distributions. It is therefore important to further compare various specifications for these distributions.
Given this testing result, one could either select some ad hoc specifications or apply the proposed method to generate distribution specifications. To compare these two strategies, we consider two classes of MaxEnt distributions. The first class comprises the MaxEnt distributions associated with the ATD, AGTD, ASTD, ASGTD, AGED, ASEPD, AAEPD, AEGB2D, APT4D, IHSD and PBD. The underlying moments of these distributions are fixed for all data sets. The second class of MaxEnt distributions is generated by combining and selecting the underlying moments of the first-class distributions.
By construction, the standardized error distribution requires IE[ε t ] = 0 and IE[ε 2 t ] = 1. As discussed in Section 5.2, we can easily do this standardization by fixing (φ E , φ N ) as a subvector of φ. Since the AEGB2D has already included φ E in its φ, we can standardize The entries in the parentheses are the estimates of the asymptotic standard deviations of the Gaussian QMLEs. L 1T denotes the Gaussian quasi-log-likelihood value of the estimated model; see (10). Denote the sample momentμ i := T −1 T i=1ε i t , and letρ ii (k) be the lag-k sample autocorrelation of {ε i t }. The test statistics Q 11 (K) and Q 22 (K) are, respectively, obtained by applying the generalized correlation test statistic of Chen (2008, Equation 9 ) to theρ 11 (k)'s and theρ 22 (k)'s, with k = 1, 2, . . . , K. These two test statistics have the asymptotic distribution χ 2 (K) under the null of IIDness. The Q 11 and Q 22 tests, respectively, correct the estimation effects ignored by the Ljung-Box test and the McLeod-Li test in the GARCH context. The KieferSalmon test statistic is of the form:
(μ 4 − 6μ 2 + 3) 2 , and has the asymptotic distribution χ 2 (2) under the null of normality. Unlike the Jarque-Bera test, the Kiefer-Salmon test is applicable to the standardized residuals of GARCH-type models; see, e.g., Bontemps and Meddahi (2005) . The 95% critical values for χ 2 (2), χ 2 (5) and χ 2 (10) are 5.9915, 11.0705 and 18.3070, respectively. the associated MaxEnt distribution by only adding φ N to its φ. Similarly, since the ATD, AGTD, ASTD, ASGTD, AGED, ASEPD and APT4D have already included φ N , we can standardize the associated MaxEnt distributions by only adding φ E to their φ's. On the other hand, because the AAEPD, IHSD and PBD does not include φ E or φ N , we need to standardize the associated MaxEnt distributions by adding both φ E and φ N to their φ's. After the standardization, we preclude φ N − from the φ of the AAEPD because φ N − is redundant in the presence of φ N and φ N + . To standardize the second-class distributions, we keep (φ E , φ N ) as a maintained subvector of φ and generate the f K ( )'s by applying the updating procedure to N = M \ (φ E , φ N , φ N − ). Note that φ N − is precluded for the aforementioned reason. This approach generates a class of standardized distributions with 162 different specifications from the simplest ones with the three-dimensional φ's to the most complicated one with the nineteen-dimensional φ.
Given the AR(1)-EGARCH(1,2) model, we computeĝ using the standardized residualŝ ε t 's. We also estimate the λ o 's of the MaxEnt distributions by the QML method mentioned in Section 2.2, and implement the numerical optimization by GAUSS TM with the BFGS procedure and 200 sets of U (0, 1)-distributed initial values. We show these estimates of the first-class distributions and a selected second-class distribution in Table 7 for SP, Table 8 for FT, Table 9 for HS and Table 10 for NK. We also summarize the Hellinger distances between the first-class PDFs andĝ in Table 11 and their counterparts of the second-class f * K 's in Table 12 .
From Table 11 , we can observe that the PBD (the AEGB2D) outperforms the other first-class distributions for SP, FT and HS (NK) with the Hellinger distances: 0.00108, 0.00107 and 0.00119, respectively (0.00143). For NK, the PBD also performs quite well with the Hellinger distance: 0.00144. Nonetheless, Table 12 indicates that we can find even more appropriate specifications by applying the proposed method to the N -class of moments. In particular, the PBD is outperformed by f * 3 for SP, by f * 1 for FT, by f * 3 for HS and by f * 3 for NK. (The AEGB2D is also outperformed by f * 3 for NK.) Thus, the firstclass distributions are uniformly dominated by properly selected second-class distributions. Note that, given the first two moments for standardization, the PBD is generated from an additional set of six moments. In comparison, the aforementioned f * K 's only require additional K moments for some K ≤ 3. The proposed method is capable of generating not only more suitable but also more parsimonious distribution specifications. The following are more empirical findings regarding the f * K 's and their underlying moments. First, the f * K 's have different underlying moments for different returns, as shown by Table 12 . This reflects the fact that the choice of distribution specification (or moments) is a data-dependent problem. A distribution specification with fixed underlying moments might not be expected to be suitable for different data sets. In comparison, the proposed method is useful for relaxing this restriction by combining and selecting moments in a data-dependent way. 42524 -1.42035 -1.42370 -1.41881 -1.42422 -1.42422 -1.41832 -1.41848 -1.41935 -1.41895 -1.41832 -1.41201 Note: L 2T denotes the quasi-log-likelihood value of the estimated MaxEnt distribution; see (13). Note: L 2T denotes the quasi-log-likelihood value of the estimated MaxEnt distribution; see (13). 
Note: F * K is generated from the (K + 2)-dimensional moment with φ = (φ E , φ N , φ * 1 , . . . , φ * K ).
Second, the minimum H(F * K ,Ĝ) is 0.00078 at K = 12 for SP, 0.00081 at K = 14 for FT, 0.00067 at K = 11 for HS and 0.00063 at K = 8 for NK. These K's are all smaller than the number of moments for N (P = 17). This suggests that the moments that are not selected into these f * K 's are likely to be redundant and may not be identified from each other for explaining the standardized error distributions. This also reflects the fact that we may not uniformly make H(F * K ,Ĝ) smaller by increasing K. Put differently, we may not refine a distribution specification by simply making it more general and complicated.
Third, the f * K 's generated by the proposed method not only satisfy, but also explain, the non-normality detected by the Kiefer-Salmon test. For ease of discussion, we focus on a subclass of the f * K 's with K ≤ 6 (P * = 6). These specifications are considered because they are not more complicated than the PBD. In this case, the minimum H(F * K ,Ĝ) is 0.00084 at K = 5 for SP, 0.00098 at K = 6 for FT, 0.00079 at K = 6 for HS and 0.00107 at K = 6 for NK. Theλ T 's of these four MaxEnt PDFs are, respectively, shown in Tables 7-10 . In Figure 2 , we plot the PDF of the ND, these MaxEnt PDFs and the associatedĝ's in thin solid lines, bold solid lines and dashed lines, respectively. The H(F,Ĝ), with F denoting the distribution function of N (0, 1), is 0.00455 for SP, 0.00384 for FT, 0.00443 for HS and 0.00304 for NK. From Figure 2 , we can see that theseĝ's are obviously different from the PDF of the ND. This reflects the non-normality of the standardized errors. In comparison, the aforementioned f * K 's are much closer to the associatedĝ's, and hence are useful for explaining the non-normality of the standardized errors. Importantly, unlike the nonparametric estimateĝ which involves an infinite-dimensional moment, f * K is a parametric specification that only uses a (K + 2)-dimensional moment.
Specifically, the f * 5 for SP is generated by updating the MaxEnt PDF with (φ E , φ N ) from the moments with (φ N + , φ E2 , φ R , φ CS , φ S ); the f * 6 's for FT, HS and NK are updated from the moments with (φ N + , φ A , φ E3 , φ I , φ E1 , φ C+ ), (φ R , φ N + , φ I , φ CS , φ E3 , φ E2 ) and (φ C + , φ E2 , φ E1 , φ CS , φ A , φ R ), respectively. These moments explain the non-normality captured by the associated f * K 's. According to the order of these moments being selected for the f * K 's, IE[φ N + (ε t )] is identified as being more informative than the other moments for explaining the g's of SP and FT. Similar interpretations also apply to IE[φ R (ε t )] for HS and IE[φ C + (ε t )] for NK. Recall that these moments are all asymmetric measures except for IE[φ R (ε t )]. This is consistent with Figure 2 , which shows that the non-normality of SP, FT and NK is closely related to the asymmetry of the associated standardized error distributions; in comparison, the standardized error distribution of HS is non-normal but closer to symmetry.
Out-of-Sample Density Forecast Evaluation
In the out-of-sample analysis, we apply various conditional distribution models to generate one-step-ahead density forecasts for the stock index returns. Like the in-sample analysis, Tables 7-10 , but are based on the recursive estimation. In what follows, we consider such a f * K as f * . We also consider the PDF of the ND and the nonparametric estimateĝ in approximating g. This generates an empirical example on comparing f * withĝ and other competing MaxEnt PDFs in their density forecasts.
In this study, we generate a MaxEnt density forecast for y T +s |X T +s−1 , with s = 1, . . . , S for some S ≥ 1, by applying the recursive sampling scheme to the conditional distribution model in (2) with β = λ, (28), (29) and a MaxEnt PDF. This forecast is of the form: 
wherem T +s := m T +s (α T +s−1 ) andĥ T +s := h T +s (α T +s−1 ). We set s = 1 as the first trading date of January 2010 and the largest S as the last trading date of September 2012. The in-sample estimators:α T +s−1 andλ T +s−1 are computed in a recursive way by applying the two-step estimation method to the sequence {y t } T +s−1 t=1
. Similarly, we can also base a density forecast on the PDF of the ND orĝ. Corresponding to f (·,λ T ), we computeĝ from {ε t } T +s−1 t=1 in this context. 
It is known that the PIT sequence {u s (α, λ)} comprises independently and U (0, 1)-distributed random variables when the conditional distribution model is correctly specified and evaluated at the true parameter vector of (α , λ ) ; see, e.g., Rosenblatt (1952) and Diebold et al. (1998) . Fixing the IIDness assumption, we may therefore evaluate the density forecast performance of a conditional distribution model by checking the uniformity of the associated PIT sequence. To facilitate this evaluation, we estimate this sequence by its sample analogue {û s } S s=1 , withû s = F * ((y T +s −m T +s )ĥ −1/2 T +s ), and check the uniformity by assessing the discrepancy between the empirical distribution of {û s } S s=1 and U (0, 1), which is measured by the mean absolute deviation:
whereû (s) denotes the s-th order statistic of {û s } S s=1 . This method is in spirit similar to the histogram-based evaluation for the uniformity of a PIT sequence suggested by Diebold et al. (1998) ; however, unlike the latter, our method does not need to choose the histogram bins. Correspondingly, we may also evaluate the density forecasts generated by the ND and g by using the ND function andĜ in place of the role of F * inû s , respectively. Accordingly, we can rank the relative performance of various models based on the ascending order of the associated D's.
To make a more complete comparison, we consider four choices of S: (i) the last trading date of December 2010, (ii) the last trading date of December 2011, (iii) the last trading date of September 2012, and (iv) a uniform random variable distributed on the period from January 2010 to September 2012. In case (iv), we replace D by the average of the D's obtained from 1000 random draws of S. Similar to (25), we compute the F * and G underlying these D's by their Riemann sums. In Table 13 , we show the D's in cases (i)-(iii) and the average D's in case (iv) for the aforementioned fourteen models, and rank these models according to the closeness of their PITs to the uniformity. Table 13 shows that the ND is ranked as the ninth model for SP and the twelfth model for HS and NK (in all the cases) and ranked from the ninth model to the twelfth model for FT. The nonparametric estimateĝ is ranked as the first model for SP, the seventh or eighth model for FT and the tenth or eleventh model for HS, and is ranked from the sixth to the eleventh model for NK. The MaxEnt PDF f * is ranked as the second or third model for SP, the third or fourth model for FT and the second model for NK, and is ranked from the second model to the seventh model for HS. This shows that the ND does not perform well in the out-of-sample analysis. It is outperformed by several non-normal distributions considered in this study. On the other hand, the performance ofĝ is quite sensitive to the data being considered. In comparison, although f * does not uniformly outperformĝ and certain other MaxEnt PDFs, its performance is relatively robust and promising in this out-of-sample analysis. To make this point clear, we further report two average rankings of these competing models in Table 14 . In this table, "rank1" is obtained by averaging the rankings of these models across different stock indices and cases (i)-(iii), and "rank2" is the counterpart of rank1 in cases (iv). This table indicates that f * has the best average performance in this out-of-sample comparison, regardless of whether we make this conclusion from the aspect of rank1 or rank2. This empirical example suggests that the proposed method is also useful for density forecasts.
Conclusions
In empirical finance, researchers have introduced a variety of distribution specifications to the standardized errors of GARCH-type models. We apply the MaxEnt approach to unify and compare a number of flexible distribution specifications. In this context, using different distribution specifications amounts to approximating the unknown distribution by the information contained in different moment restrictions. We further consider a class of parameter-free moments for combination and selection. By combining suitable members of this class of moments, we can approximate existing flexible distributions by simpler GExp distributions. The Lagrange multipliers of the associated MaxEnt distributions can easily be estimated in applications. This computational advantage may be important with practitioners in mind. We further propose an updating procedure for moment combination and selection. This procedure is useful for generating more flexible and suitable MaxEnt distributions in a data-dependent way. It is also useful for shedding light on the roles of different moments in the distribution-building process. We also show the usefulness of the proposed method to real data by an empirical study on the conditional distributions of stock index returns.
